TOP TEN MUST DO

ADVENTURES
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Helicopter Tour: Tour the
most geologically active environment on
earth, with the emphasis on the most
current areas of volcanic activity. Look
for lava flows, black sand beaches, and
waterfalls from the comfort and safety of
your million dollar aircraft.
Mauna Kea Summit:
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Visit the world-renowned summit of
Mauna Kea where you will witness
great astronomical sights and learn
about stargazing from a knowledgeable
guide. Daily trips include dinner,
warm beverages and use of a parka.
Spectacular sunsets included!

Ocean Sports Snorkel Sail:
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Enjoy 3 1/2- hours of ocean indulgence
as we visit one of our remote snorkel
destinations along the Kohala Coast. Our
naturalists teach you how to snorkel as
they show you the remarkable marine life
below teaming with exotic coral gardens,
tropical fish and turtles.

Waikoloa Beach Marriott Luau:
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This Sunset Luau is the Big Island’s most
authentic luau and show on a beautiful
oceanfront setting. An array of delicious
traditional dishes are offered at the lavish
buffet. Dine under a starlit Hawaiian sky
while the exciting luau showcases music
and dance through the islands of Polynesia.

Zipline Adventure: Your tour
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begins with an off road safari ride up
the mountain that will blow your mind!
Inside the Albizia forest, you will soar
across eight ziplines, hang out, talk story,
and snacks are included.
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TOP TEN MUST DO

ADVENTURES

Evening At Kahua Ranch:
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Come join us for a fun-filled evening on
this historic working cattle ranch nestled
in the Kohala mountains! Enjoy delicious
food, music and participate in paniolo
(cowboy) activities. Transportation is
included from most locations.

Kohala Waterfall Hike:
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Immerse yourself in Kohala’s stunning
beauty and rich history. On this fun
adventure and relaxed trail walk,
experience dramatic views of Pololu Valley,
charming foot bridges, and intimate
waterfalls with the option to swim.

Manta Ray Snorkel/Scuba:
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Come join us for an up close encounter with
the world famous Kona Manta Rays. The
beautiful Kona Coast is home to more than
125 resident Manta Rays. With distinctive
black and white markings, each Manta Ray
is named and easily identified nightly.

Sport Fishing:
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Deep sea trolling or bottom fishing
aboard a comfortable fishing boat.
Always targeting large game fish like
Blue and Striped Marlin, Ahi, Mahi-Mahi,
Ono etc.

Waipi‘o Valley Tour:
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Visit the valley of the kings and “talk
story” with our experienced and
knowledgeable guides. Provided twice
daily, morning and afternoon. Different
tours offered including horseback riding
and ATV. Choose your adventure today!
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